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1. Identity of building/ group of buildings/ group of buildings/ landscape/ garden
(a) Data for identification
current name:

Warringah Council Civic Centre

former/original/variant name:

Warringah Shire Council

number(s) and name(s) of street(s):

725 Pittwater Road

Town/ suburb

Dee Why

province/state:

NSW

post code:

2099

block or lot (if known)
country

Australia

national topographical grid reference:
current typology:

Local government administration

former/original/variant typology:

Local government administration

comments on typology:
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1.2 Status of protection
protected by: state/province/town/record only
Register of the National Estate

No

AIA NSW Chapter Register of Twentieth Century
Buildings of Significance

Yes

National Trust Register

No

State Heritage Register/Inventory

Proposed for the State Heritage Register

LEP

Draft LEP Heritage Item

Grade (ie level of protection)

None currently

Archival Recording exists?

No but original drawings survive

Date:

n/a

valid for: whole area/parts of area/building

Whole of building

1.3

Visually or functionally related building(s)/site(s)

name(s) of surrounding area/building(s):

Warringah Library

visual relations

Located adjacent to Civic Centre but
lower down on the steep site
(designed by the same architect and
recipient of architectural awards)

functional relations

Not functionally related

other relations:

Considered by the architect to be a
prototype for the High Court of
Australia and the National Gallery of
Australia (both in Canberra and both
designed by the same architectural
practice)
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2. History of building(s) etc.
2.1 Chronology
Note if the dates are exactly known (e) or approximately estimated = circa (c) or (±)
commission or competition date:

c1970

design period(s):

c1970-1971

start of site work:

1972

completion/inauguration:

1973

2.2

Summary of development

commission brief:

c1970

design brief:

c1970-1971

building/construction:

1972-1973

completed situation:

1973

original situation or character of site:

Rocky, steep bushland site adjacent
to and dominating the Dee Why
commercial area
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Relevant persons/organisations
original owner(s)/patron(s):

Warringah Shire Council

architect(s):

Edwards, Madigan, Torzillo and
Briggs Pty Ltd

design architect(s):

Colin Madigan and Christopher
Kringas

landscape/garden designer(s):

Bruce Mackenzie and Associates in
association with Warringah Council
Parks and Gardens Landscaping

other designer(s):
consulting structural engineer(s):

P.O. Miller, Milston & Ferris

consulting electrical and mechanical engineer(s):

Addicoat, Hogarth & Wilson

building contractor(s):

Dowsett Engineering (Aust) Pty Ltd

2.3

Other persons or events associated with the building(s)/site

name(s):
association:
event(s):
period:

2.4

Summary of important changes after completion

type of change:
alteration/renovation/restoration/extension/other:

External cleaning catwalks altered
and internal steel staircases added
(without involvement of original
architect)

date(s):

Post-1973 and pre-1984

circumstances/ reasons for change

To improve safety of window
cleaning staff and to shorten travel
distances within the building (to bypass continual use of ramp)

effects of changes:

Minimal and reversible

persons/organisations involved:

Unknown
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3. Description of building(s) etc.
3.1 Site/building character
The Australian Institute of Architects nomination for listing the Warringah Civic Centre on the NSW State
Heritage Register noted the following.
Physical description:
The site is located on 3 acres of land at Dee Why, bounded by Pittwater Road, Kingsway and David
Streets. The magnificent site rises steeply from the flat coastal plain with large rock outcrops interspersed
by native plants. The site was planned as a new acropolis, above Dee why shopping centre. A vital city
centre was envisaged, to house as well as the civic centre and library a large auditorium with gymnasium,
art gallery and historical museum, a public plaza and war memorial.
The building platforms are supported off the craggy natural rock by concrete piers. On the eastern
elevation three soaring precast prestressed piers 12.8 metres high and 800 mm x 305mm in cross section
support the projecting top level. The deep waffle slabs were cast against lsotex cement wood chip coffers
used as permanent formwork. Roof slabs were waffle slabs with insulation, coal tar pitch and gravel
surfacing.
The load bearing structure is of reinforced concrete, The majority of external walls are either 230 or 305
mm insitu concrete bush-hammered lo expose the coarse aggregate. Else where the concrete frame is in
filled with brick. lnternal columns, 305mm diameter, were cast in thin gauge seamless steel tubing which
was used as permanent formwork and painted. Columns have tapered cruciform shaped capitals cast in
demountable steel moulds.
The spine of the building is a central ramp system which gives access to all levels and is surmounted by a
skylight.. The central ramp court was seen as an extension of the street into the heart of the building. The
ramps are U shaped in section, cast insitu with 150mm slabs and 300mm balustrades. The principal
reinforcing is draped post tensioned cables. Expansion joints are positioned at one end of each ramp to
provide for the eventual shortening.
The framing for the central roof link across the central ramp is exposed rigid frame steel shaped to
architectural demands, Air conditioning ducts are exposed. Three open plan administrative platforms are
accessed by the ramps from the enhance and a half level walk up system separates the major
administrative departments. The open planning was designed to be meaningful it was hoped it would
allow public participation to its highest potential. The Council Chamber was designed to be fully
opened to public viewing and facilities made available for citizen participation in all deliberations of
Council. Views to the external landscape of sea, the hills and trees were obtainable from most office
positions. Car parking is located partially behind the building with additional areas located to the
northwest, west and south below the plateau, reflecting the topography of the site and covered with a
dense canopy of trees.
Warringah Civic Centre building consists of a single concrete structure that is visually strong, dramatic and
heavily articulated in both internal and external form. The building's interaction with the essentially natural
landscape surroundings, its use of off form concrete expertly handled in design and construction
The landscape concept was devised by Bruce Mackenzie who regarded the site primarily as an example
of remnant bushland. Mackenzie was an early advocate of the indigenous design ethos in landscaping.
Mackenzie using a technique he had found successful during previous work in 1964 on the Pettit and
Sevitt sites for Ancher Mortlock Murray & Woolley, initially surveyed the site to establish its characteristics
and best qualities. The siting of the building was based around the identified conservation opportunities,
so as to preserve as much as possible of the rock outcrops and remnant bushland.
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The different functions of the council are brought together by the broad internal circulation spine or internal
street which has great variety in scale and character of spaces.
Statement of significance:
Warringah Council Civic Centre and Civic precinct including Warringah Library is significant for its design
achievement as a group of late twentieth century public buildings which were conceived by the same
design team as a single entity, to create a venue for these important civic institutions. The complex is
stylistically integrated in terms of architectural forms and finishes, and as an ensemble of freestanding
buildings in a cohesive landscape setting is an outstanding example of both the harmonious development
of a rugged bushland site and of the design of a visually strong and dramatic structure.
The precinct is a place of historic and aesthetic significance as a highly regarded and important example
of contemporary architectural and landscape design. The architectural design is an example of late 20th
century 'Brutalist' style demonstrating a development of the modern movement away from the
constrictions of modular structural systems to a more flexible form of architecture. The building in many
respects served as a testing ground for the National Gallery and High Court in Canberra for such
considerations as bush hammered concrete textures, for complex concrete forms related to structure,
circulation routes and mechanical systems.
The Warringah Council Civic Centre is an important large scale and public building of the late 20th century
'Brutalist' style of architecture and demonstrates indigenous landscape design in Australia. The landscape
design used mostly local native plant material is an example of the Australian Native Landscape design
style that reflected aesthetic appreciation for native bushland and was highly influential for several
decades following the mid 1960s and can be seen as symptomatic of wider social concerns and changing
social attitudes to the Australian environment.
The Civic Centre, designed by Colin Madigan and Christopher Kringas in 1970/1, retains a high degree of
associational historical significance as Edwards, Madigan, Torzillo & Briggs’ first major building
extensively using reinforced insitu concrete construction. The detailing and highly refined sculptural
qualities of the interior and exterior spaces create a high level of aesthetic significance. The concrete
detailing is of a moderate degree of technical significance.
Warringah Council Civic Centre, (along with the Warringah Library, the National Art Gallery and High
Court) is significant for representing the high point of the distinguished architect Col Madigan, who was
awarded the Gold Medal by the Royal Australian lnstitute of Architects for a lifetime effort in the field of
architecture in 1981. The building is also important for its association with the architect Chris Kringas who
made a major contribution to the design development and as an early design of prominent landscape
architect Bruce Mackenzie, a leading figure in the establishment of landscape design in Australia and
represents his then innovative ideas of preserving and using the sites' natural landscape and flora.
Warringah Council Civic Centre demonstrates a moderate degree of technical significance through the
use of post-tensioned and reinforced concrete. lt demonstrates a clear progression of aesthetic and
technical development and a consistency of approach. lt has potential to reveal information about
construction techniques, materials, regulations and planning issues of late 20th century concrete 'Brutalist'
construction.
The site is also of high social significance at a local level to the surrounding community as an area of
native bushland. The site is also of a moderate level of social significance to the wider design and
construction community as an influential and highly regarded example of architecture and landscape
design. The significance of the site is reinforced by the fact that it remains largely intact, with only minor
alterations to the initial design scheme having been undertaken.
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The site is rare in NSW as an example of the late 20rh century 'Brutalist' style applied a large-scale public
building and concrete construction within a substantially intact native bushland setting, with a high degree
of creative and technical achievement.

3.2

Current use

of whole building/site:

Local government administration

of principal components (if applicable):
comments:

3.3

Still used for its original purpose

Present (physical) condition

of whole building/site:

The building is relatively intact and is
generally in good condition.

of principal components (if applicable):
of other elements (if applicable):
of surrounding area (if applicable):

Landscaping of bush area has stood
the test of time and withstood the
addition of car parks for Council staff

comments:
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3.4

Note(s) on context, indicating potential developments
Indicate, if known, potential developments relevant for the conservation/threats of the
building/site

The site was proposed for redevelopment by the NSW State Government as a hospital site and the
Council was keen to move the Local Government administration down the hill to the commercial area. This
did not eventuate.

4. Evaluation (from the RAIA listing)
Intrinsic value
4.1

technical evaluation:

The Civic Centre building has technical significance due to intact fabric that demonstrates past building
techniques and technology. Off-form concrete building technology was used extensively by the architects
of the building when they constructed the prestigious National Gallery of Australia and High Court
buildings in Canberra.
4.2

social evaluation:

The building does demonstrate a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group in NSW for social and cultural reasons. The citizens of Warringah identify with the building as a
symbol of their community. The dismissal of the Council by the State Government on a number of
occasions only serves to highlight the conflicts of interest which are only too evident in Local Government
administration.
The Fabian principles of the design architect, Col Madigan are well known and demonstrated by the
egalitarian allotment of space with in the building. The telephonists room and the staff lunch room have
pride of place at the north-east corner of the building with good insolation and superb views out over the
commercial area below to the beach and the Pacific Ocean as well as to the ocean headland to the north
of Dee Why.
The ordering principle of an internal street/ramp was a common design focus in the 1970s and was part of
the architects’ attempt to bring an egalitarian social agenda to the workplace.
4.3.

cultural and aesthetic evaluation

The appearance of the building high up on its rocky site as a modern-day Acropolis and with its dominant
concrete blades/columns is of high aesthetic significance.
The Warringah Civic building is a unique and highly significant example of late 20th Century Brutalist
architecture on a large scale.
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The Warringah Civic site is also of a high level of aesthetic significance as an early example of the
indigenous landscape design ethos that was influential throughout the following two decades. The site
is unique for the high level of retention of the native bushland setting achieved in a large scale public
building site, and as a record of the influential work of landscape architect Bruce Mackenzie.
The aesthetic significance of the site is reinforced by the fact that it remains largely intact, with only
minor alterations to the initial design scheme having been undertaken, The site has received multiple
awards and is regarded as having attained a high degree of creative and technical achievement and is
still highly regarded for its aesthetic characteristics and for its high degree of creative and technical
achievement.

Comparative significance
4.4

canonical status (local, national, international)

The Warringah Civic Centre is an acknowledged major building in the oeuvre of the architects Edwards,
Madigan, Torzillo & Briggs and was the prototype for their major Canberra public buildings and is a muchpublicised and admired building within the architectural profession.
4.5

historic and reference values:

The Warringah Civic Centre is a durable symbol of local government democracy (and its failings by virtue
of the dismissal of the local Council) as well as the aspirations of the local community to symbolise the
pride felt in their local community.
st

Warringah Shire Civic Centre officially opened September 1 1973. Planning commenced in January 1970
when the Local Government Boundaries Commission was deliberating on the future status of Warringah
Shire. The Council commissioned the architects Edwards, Madigan, Torzillo and Briggs Pty, Limited and
set up a building committee of Councilors to work with them to formulate an architectural brief for the new
centre. Schematic sketch proposals were made and were ready for detailed development immediately the
Minister announced his decision on the Shire's boundaries. The status-quo decision was announced early
in 1971.
Edwards, Madigan, Torzillo & Briggs first major building using concrete construction extensively was the
Warringah Shire Civic Centre and Administrative Offices. "lt was designed in conjunction with the
development of the National Gallery and was completed in 1973. The centre adjoins Madigan's earlier
library. Together they form the first two elements of a proposed cultural and administrative complex. Both
Madigan and Kringas were involved in the design of this building, and in many respects it served as a
testing ground for the National Gallery and High Court. The site is a steep embankment with approaches
both the shopping centre below and the Civic Plaza on the plateau. lt is a dominant building of reinforced
concrete construction. The 12.8 metre high concrete piers that support the projecting upper level give the
building an overwhelming appearance from below that hints at the monumentality of the High Court
Building that was to follow. The architects attempted to express democratic concepts in this building but
the exterior belies the intent. lt is more evident in the interior. A skylight surmounts the central, longitudinal
foyer that links the surrounding open levels of the office areas. Connections between floors are provided
by ramps that rise through the multi height space. The seeds for the planning of the Gallery and High
Court are evident. The building fabric itself also served as a testing ground for such considerations as
bush hammered, concrete textures, for complex concrete forms related to structure, circulation routes and
mechanical systems.”
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5.

Documentation

5.1 archives/written records/correspondence etc. (state location/ address):
Conservation Plan prepared?

No

Listing & files

AIA NSW Chapter

5.2

principal publications (in chronological order):

Anon, Architecture in Australia, August 1967, pp 601-607 (at AIA NSW Chapter)
Unpublished brochure produced by Edwards Madigan Torzillo & Briggs signed C F Madigan, 20 July
1970, Warringah Civic Centre (Proposal), dated 20 July 1970, (in Warringah Library)
Roger Pegrum, Architecture in Australia, August 1975, Vol 64. No.4 (in Stanton Library)
Anon, Building Ideas, June 1976, Vol.6 No.1 (in Stanton Library)
Bruce Mackenzie, “The landscape environment – a wasted potential”, Architecture in Australia,
November 1966, pp. 111-120 (at AIA NSW Chapter)
Bruce Mackenzie, 2003, “An exploration in Landscape Architecture” (unpublished papers), (at AIA
NSW Chapter)
Jennifer Taylor, 1990, Australian Architecture Since 1960, (2

nd

edition), pp. 96-97

Col Madigan, May 2004, unpublished correspondence, (at AIA NSW Chapter)
Richard Apperley, Robert lrving, Peter Reynolds, 1989, A Pictorial Guide to ldentifying Australian
Architecture, Sydney: Angus & Robertson, pp.252-5
Anon, nd, Northern Beaches Neighbourhood Service lnc. History 1972-2002, (in Warringah Library)
John Haskell, 1983. Haskell's Sydney, Sydney, pp. 48-49
5.3

visual material (state location/ address)

original visual records/photographs/others:
Original drawings

Held by successor firm HBO-EMTB

recent photographs and survey drawings:

AIA NSW Chapter hold current
photographs

film/video/other sources:
website
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5.4

6.

list documents included in supplementary dossier

Fiche report

name of reporter:

Scott Robertson

Information provided by

Anne Higham

address

26 Station Street
Naremburn NSW 2065
Australia

telephone:

+61 2 9439 7779

fax

+61 2 9439 7775

e-mail:

rharch@ozemail.com.au

date of report

July 2010

examination by DOCOMOMO national/regional section
approval by wp co-ordinator/registers correspondent (name): Scott Robertson
sign and date: 8 August 2010
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
examination by DOCOMOMO ISC/R
name of ISC member in charge of the evaluation:
comment(s):
sign and date:
ISC/R approval:

date:

wp/ref. no.:
NAI ref. no.:
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View of Warringah Civic Centre (left) and Warringah Library (right) both designed by Edwards,
Madigan, Torzillo & Briggs. Photo c.1973. Photographer unknown.
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View of main public entrance to the Warringah Civic Centre. Photo c.1973. Photographer unknown.
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View of eastern (subsidiary) public entrance to the Warringah Civic Centre. Photo c.1973.
Photographer unknown.

Aerial view of Warringah Civic Centre (right) and Warringah Library (left). Date of photo and
photographer unknown. (Copyright holder, Warringah Library)
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View of internal ramp system. Date of photo and photographer unknown.

View of internal ramp system. Date of photo and photographer unknown. (Copyright holder, Warringah
Library)
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View of internal ramp system. Date of photo and photographer unknown. (Copyright holder, Warringah
Library)
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